
ch. 23.5 - 23.6; 3.3; 8 metals, spectroscopy (e.g. MS, PES), bonds 65 points ap chem 

Academic Honesty: The answers on this test are my own and I am using only the allowed set of notes as 
described in the syllabus. I have not discussed the test questions with anyone before or during the test nor 
have I seen the test questions prior to the exam. If you violate any of the preceding items or do not sign, your 
semester grade is a F. 

Signature: ________ _ 

In problems involving any calculation, show your work in an organized manner, include (i) any relevant equation (or 
formula), (ii) conversion factor(s), (iii) put the proper units in your calculations and answer, and (iv) have the proper 
number of significant figures in your answer. 

Feel free to adjust the amount of spacing between problems to fit your answer. 

_,_.----"- t )/\/hat's an alloy and describe the two types of alloys. [10 points] 
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2. Based on the below mass spectrum of an atom, what is it's average atomic mass ? [10 points] 

continue omo next page 
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3. Sketch the photoelectron spectrum (PES) of altstmTtium and sjlTcbp'oi\he sa~e graph. Label ~he axis 

(include convention on horizontal axis - increasing or· decreasing 'is goto to the right or left) and identify the 
signals in the spectrum - corresponding to which atom / atomic orbital and the relative area or peaks in 

each signal. [1 O points] 
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4. What is the relative position of 1 s atomic orbital in the PES spectrum of aJ_um,inum versus siU.t:on ? 
Basis/ rationale ? [5 points] 

continue onto next page 



5. In regards to lattice energy, [10 points] 

b. i what is the relative lattice energy between sodium chloride versus sodium fluoride ? 
rationale? 
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6. Sketch/ draw the 4~yj[}§_structure(s) of the below (hypothetical ?) species_ and the for_ctl§l(~h.a1rges of 
all of the atoms in the species (i.e. ion or molecule). [20 points] 
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a. nitrate ion 
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b. NHFBr 
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